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plan before the final gov't
rules are due in August.

Printable
versions to share found at
http://afaofpa.org/weeklynewsletter/

Philadelphia gay bath house,
Club Body Center, will
reopen on May 17th with a
new
name
-Club
Philadelphia. Doubtful that
they've
changed
their
policies on anonymous sex in
the "club" though.

Remember:

Check
Our
Interview

Recent

John Stemberger - Boy Scout
issue -- onmyhonor.net
http://afaofpa.org/listen/

News From Around PA
Pro-Life
Slippery
Rock
University “Cemetery of the
Innocents”
display
was
recently destroyed with
dozens of crosses flung
about the area with a few
turned upside down and a
pro-choice banner stuck into
the ground nearby.
The three major contenders
in the Democratic primary
for Pittsburgh mayor all
support abortion and special
rights for homosexuals. But
Bill Peduto has received the
endorsement of three "LGBT
advocacy" groups.
A US District Judge has
reinstated Geneva College's
lawsuit against Obamacare.
The school contends it must
soon decide whether to drop
its student health insurance

News from National Scene
The Department of Defense
has officially recognized a
transgender service member.
The letter from the Navy
official, dated May 2, read:
'Per your request the
Defense Enrollment Eligibility
Reporting System has been
updated to show your
gender as female effective
April 12, 2013.' We don't
know if he actually had sex
change surgery or not.
HHS "compromise:" Plan B
can sit on drugstore shelves
next
to
condoms,
spermicides
or
other
women's health products —
but to make the purchase,
buyers must prove they're 15
or older at the cash register.
Activists
groups
want
"homosexual couples treated
the same as heterosexual
couples in any immigration

overhaul that addresses
families and a spouse’s
ability to sponsor the legal
immigration and residency of
a spouse who is not a U.S.
citizen."
Senator Marco
Rubio has said such an
inclusion would cost his
support.
The Boy Scouts have paid
Faith
and
Freedom
Coalition's Ralph Reed an
undisclosed
amount
to
arrange
meetings
and
conference calls between
Christian
conservative
leaders and BSA officials who
support
the
pro-gay
resolution being proposed.
AFA
of
PA
encourages
Christians, through education,
to become involved in profamily
issues
in
their
community, state and the
nation.
We
are
a
non-profit
organization that is totally
dependent upon financial gifts
from our supporters. You can
give
online
here
http://afaofpa.org/donate/
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